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YOUR MONEY IS COMPLETELY SECURE
*Book now with just 20% advance. Full refund if
cancelled 30days prior to program start date. Cancellations
within last 30 days due to covid related issues will be
allowed to apply the funds towards the trip within
the next 24 months subject to price
revisions, if any, and availability

04th September to 13th September 2021

MORE THAN JUST DIVING
* Refund will be processed less bank transfer charges and adjusting currency fluctuations , if any.

HIGHLIGHT:

Stay in over water 770 sq.
8. bungalows as shown
in this actual image
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Raja Ampat

translates into English as Four Kings. The name comes from a local mythology that tells about a woman
who finds seven eggs. Four of the seven eggs hatch and become kings that occupy four of Raja Ampat biggest islands.
These are Salawati, Batanta, Waigeo and Misool. Whilst the other three eggs in the mythology become a ghost, a woman,
and a stone. Raja Ampat is a stunning archipelago comprising over 1,500 small islands. These host thousands of species
some of which are endemic to the region. It’s a relatively new regency which separated from Sorong Regency in 2004. It
encompasses more than 40,000 km² of land and sea. This also contains Cenderawasih Bay, the largest marine national
park in Indonesia. It is a part of the newly named West Papua (province) of Indonesia which was formerly Irian Jaya.
The famous Dampier Strait is a wide water channel that separates the Raja Ampat islands of Waigeo and Batanta. Here we
find the most popular dive sites of Raja Ampat with their stunning beauty. It is named after British navigator William
Dampier.

Raja Ampat’s biodiversity

is
legendary but not unexplainable. The
region is located right at the centre of the
so-called Coral Triangle. It is a roughly
triangular area of tropical marine waters.
The area includes parts of Indonesia,
Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,
Solomon Islands and Timor-Leste.
In numbers:
• More than 1,300 species of coral reef
fish.
• Five species of rare and endangered
sea turtles
• 600 species of hard coral within the
Bird’s Head Seascape—75% of the total
for the entire world.
• 13 marine mammal species including the
dugong.
• 700 species of mollusc’s including 7
giant clam species.
• 57 species of mantis shrimp within the
Bird’s Head Seascape.
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OUR RESORT

Winner of the DIVE Travel Award 2019, category “Best Resort”

is located in the south of Gam island. More precisely we are just along the coast of worldwide renowned Dampier Strait.
That means close to the most famous Raja Ampat scuba diving and snorkelling sites. Among them Manta Point, Cape Kri
and many more. Exploring Raja Ampat from our resort won’t have annoying, long boat rides. It won’t take you hours to
get to the dive sites. Also, you don’t have to pay extra to dive at Dampier Strait. Further we won’t limit the number of dives
you can do at these sites. Instead, you will have the freedom to choose from more than 50 dive sites around us. Most of
which are only 10 to 30 minutes by boat and all are equally amazing.

A 300 m2, over-the- sea restaurant and lounge is designed to offer a relaxing environment to enjoy various international
and local dishes freshly prepared in our restaurant and to unwind and relax between the dives. After a long day of
diving or snorkelling our sundeck and spa on the main
jetty is another great place to enjoy the sunset and
Beautiful tropical scenery of Raja Ampat.

STAY
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Discover our Raja Ampat overwater bungalows! They blend traditional Papuan style with the comfort of modern design
features. Built using local, natural materials collected from the surrounding villages. For instance the walls are made from
Daun Bobo, roofs are made from Daun Nipa. Floors as well as window and door frames are made from iron wood. These
are the typical materials Papuans use for traditional houses.

All our Raja Ampat overwater bungalows are built on the water. They are
equipped with ensuite toilet and shower, hot water, ceiling fan, mosquito net,
working desk as well as a comfortable seating area. The spacious veranda with
direct access to the sea allows our guests to enjoy the sun and sea in their own
privacy. Additionally sun loungers and a hammock invite you to linger and
admire breath taking sunsets of Raja Ampat. Further, a stairway straight into
the ocean makes it easy to take a dip and cool off. Plenty of towels as well as
environmentally friendly natural shampoo, conditioner, shower gel and soap are
provided free of charge. Further amenities are in room tea and coffee facilities,
drinking water and a room safe. We also provide 220 V electricity 24 hours a
day with European type plugs.
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DIVING
Raja Ampat diving is breathtakingly spectacular, and truly unforgettable. Hard and soft corals compete for space on reefs
that are bursting with life and colour. Swarms of small fish such as damsels, fusiliers and anthias mill about on the reef flats.
Not too far away the large schools of tuna, trevally and mackerel congregate. Batfish, surgeonfish and barracuda aggregate
around jetties and reef points. While angel and butterflyfish decorate both the reef flats and jagged coral towers that are
home to abundant marine life.
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DIVING
Large fish species include napoleon wrasse, bump heads and giant sweetlips. Being in shark sanctuary, not a day goes by where
divers don’t spot one of the many species of reef shark in the area. And of course, there are the manta rays.

Manta Point: 20 min

Mike’s Point: 10 min

Cape Kri: 15 min

Sardines Reef: 25 min

Mioskon: 25 min

Blue Magic: 25 min

Odtima: 5 min

Chicken Reef: 25 min

The Passage: 45 min

Hidden Bay: 30 min

On daily boat trips, we will have
surface intervals and coffee breaks in
one of the surrounding villages, on
nice islands, beautiful beaches, or
sand banks. After two morning dives
or snorkelling sessions, we come
back to the resort for lunch before
our 3rd dive. On our daily diving, we
frequently visit Arborek and spend
our surface interval there.

After having enjoyed the lush marine life in front of Arborek’s jetty on a dive or while snorkelling, you should definitely take a stroll in
this beautiful village. Travelling through the narrow passage between Waigeo and Gam Island in Raja Ampat as the first westerner in
1860 Alfred Russel Wallace wrote this is “One of the most […] picturesque landscapes I have ever seen. We also visit THE PASSAGE.
Departing after breakfast we head to the western tip of Gam Island in Raja Ampat. Our first dive and snorkelling site is Citrus Ridge,
named so for it’s brightly coloured orange and yellow corals. Here snorkelers and divers alike can enjoy the sight of various marine
life. For example schooling barracuda, Lionfish, Angelfish, as well as Turtles. Further we find beautiful soft corals, bommies and
delightful Pgymy Seahorses, plus much more. From here we enter the Hidden Bay; one of Raja Ampat’s gems. With a narrow
entrance it is easy to overlook. But once inside a long narrow channel with coral reefs and small sharks, finally splits into a maze of
rock islands and side bays. We wander through here for an extremely scenic cruise (definitely get your cameras out!). Afterwards we
stop on a small isolated jetty for our morning tea/coffee break.
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DIVE CENTER
Our PADI 5 Star Dive Center is located directly at the end of our main jetty right above the water of a beautiful house reef. Here is
where you will start your journey each morning. You will be greeted by magnificent sunrises so you can set out to see the
highlights of Raja Ampat by short boat rides.
The dive center is spacious and features an equipment storage room with a rack for the boxes and plenty of hangers for wetsuits.
There is a dedicated camera room, the dive center office with rental gear, and a large outside deck. There are different rinse
tanks (a dedicated one for cameras), seating areas, boards for the briefings and spots where the boats will dock before taking you
to the wonders of the underwater world.
Finally, left and right of the main deck two stairs lead to smaller decks on a lower level close to the water. From here it is easy to
get in and out, for example when enjoying a house reef dive, going for a swim, or just to enter the boats.
There are 7 daily diving boats (with a capacity of 6 divers per boat) and 2 diving-and-transfer boats (for 8 divers or 14 guests
during transfer), all of which are equipped with DAN emergency oxygen sets, 2-way-marine-radios, emergency first response
medical sets. In addition, the guest transfer boats are equipped with GPS, life jackets and fire extinguishers. On full day trips we
equip the boats with satellite phones in order to provide extra safety.
11 skilled Indonesian dive guides, trained to up-to-date standards,
4 dive guide trainees from surrounding villages
5 multinational PADI instructors, with various specialties
10 highly trained and experienced boat drivers,
10 helpful and attentive boat crew members,
and 2 compressor technicians,
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OTHER ACTIVITIES*

A WALK IN THE JUNGLE
A short, guided walk in the jungle to the lake behind our resort, can be
extremely rewarding for photographers. The island is inhibited by
amazing creatures and flora. It is quite likely to come across a blue
tongue lizard, a giant moth or a cuscus.

BIRDWATCHING
Raja Ampat is a birder’s paradise. Flocks of colorful parrots is
a distinctive sight when you first arrive to the island. And after
the first night’s deep sleep, you will be awakened by a chorus
of tropical sounds. You will observe eagles above the resort or
during your boat journeys. These are common, daily
experiences. However, there is a lot more to birdwatching than
that in Raja Ampat. Raja Ampat islands are home to three
endemics; Wilson’s Bird of Paradise, Waigeo Brush Turkey
and the famous, crimson plumed Red Bird of Paradise. Other
birding highlights include Western Crowned Pigeon, Pheasant
Pigeon, Palm Cockatoo, Great-billed Parrot and Moluccan Red
Lory.
The Red Bird of Paradise lives up the hills of Yenwapnor
village that is next to our Pinsilim Bay. It’s a 5 minute boat ride
to the village from our resort. Male birds perform their famous
courtship dances to attract females with the early lights of the
day. Whether you’re a birder or not, this is a sight not to miss.
For enthusiastic bird watchers, we arrange day trips to Waigeo
Island to observe Wilson’s Bird of Paradise as well.

Kayaking
You may also discover the surrounding coastline in one of our kayaks.

* If interested in any of the above, do let us know and we could share prices for the same.
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PACKAGE DETAILS DIVERS & NON-DIVERTS
Diver Package Inclusions:

DIVER
Water Cottage Accommodation with en-suite bathroom & hot water based on twin occupancy
INR 1,70,000/- plus GST
Full-board meals (international buffet breakfast, lunch and dinner)
NON-DIVER
Water, tea, coffee & afternoon snacks
INR 1,19,000/- plus GST
WiFi
Free Nitrox, except on night-dives (in case you are a Nitrox certified diver)
Laundry service once per week
50% off for children <10 years old in parent’s room
Free transfer from Sorong airport to the resort and back on scheduled transfer days
3 guided boat dives per day at iconic raja dive sites (excluding arrival and departure days) PLUS unlimited guided house reef
dives(unused dives are not refundable)
✓ Included : tanks, weights, air/nitrox fills, guide, beach towel & snacks on morning boats
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Non-Diver Package Inclusions:
✓ Water Cottage Accommodation with en-suite bathroom & hot water.
✓ Full-board meals (international buffet breakfast, lunch and dinner)
✓ Water, tea, coffee & afternoon snacks
✓ WiFi
✓ Free Nitrox, except on night-dives (in case you are a Nitrox certified diver)
✓ Day trip to ‘The Passage’ free of charge (dives/snorkeling sessions on the daytrip are charged extra; other daytrips are chargeable)
✓ Laundry service once per week
✓ 50% off for children <10 years old in parent’s room
✓ Free transfer from Sorong airport to the resort and back on scheduled transfer days
Diving in the Non-Diver Package: dives are not included in the non-diver package, but can be paid à-la-carte at the end of your stay.
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PACKAGE DETAILS DIVERS & NON-DIVERTS
EXCLUSIONS for both diver & non-diver package
✓ Raja Ampat Marine Park fee (approx. USD 100)
✓ Dive and/or snorkelling equipment rental (other than dive cylinders, weights and weight belt)
✓ Alcoholic and soft drinks–these can be paid at the resort during checkout
DIVER
✓ Visas, International and domestic airfares, land, sea transportation, excess baggage
INR1,70,000/- plus GST
✓ Extra transfers from/to Sorong on other days than Wednesday or Sunday
NON-DIVER
✓ Hotels before and after your stay. (approximate cost per night Rs. 2500/-)
INR1,19,000/- plus GST
✓ Dive insurance and travel insurance
✓ Extra purchases at the resort, such as spa treatments or souvenirs, extra excursions etc.
Snorkelling in the Non-Diver Package: snorkelling sessions by boat are not included in the non-diver package but can be paid à-lacarte at the end of your stay. Snorkelling at our beautiful house reef is free of charge, but unguided. The total number of
sessions by boat that you do during your stay determines the price per session. One site visited by boat counts as one session.
1-5 snorkelling sessions @ €25 per session; 6-10 @ €20 per session; 11 or more @ €18 per session. This is all per person
*FLIGHTS:
We will be reaching Jakarta on
4th Sept 2021 by noon and after
due rest at the airport hotel,
flying to Sorong on 5th early
morning to arrive at 0630 am
same day and transfer to the
resort. On the return leg we will
be staying a night either in
Sorong or Jakarta
EQUIPMENT RENTAL
✓ Full set: BCD; Regulator; Wetsuit; Mask; Snorkel; Fins. Daily@ €45 weekly @ €200
✓ Dive Computer Daily@ €10 weekly @ €50
✓ Regulator only Daily@ €30 weekly @ €150
✓ Snorkel, Fins only Daily@ €15 weekly @ €80
✓ Dive Light Daily@ €9 weekly @ €45
✓ Go Pro with Handle/Red filter Daily@ €30 weekly @ €140
✓ Olympus TG series with housing Daily@ €40 weekly @ €200
✓ Fluoro Equipment, for diving or snorkelling (torch and mask filter) Daliy @ €20
*Flight costs would be approximately INR 60,000/- We can help book your international and domestic flights/hotels etc. Schedules will only be known and shared later. In the alternative
one can arrive on 5th September 2021 latest by 8 am and join our group. Likewise for departure you would be transferred on scheduled date by 10 am to Sorong for onward flights.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Diver Safety
All divers are required to bring their safety buoys and whistles with them when coming to our resort. It is mandatory for all divers to
have dive insurance to be able to dive. YOU CAN BUY YOUR SAFETY BUOY / DIVE COMPUTER AT
COMPETETIVE PRICE FROM US. The closest operational hyperbaric chamber is in Manado, and the costs for treatment and
transportation can be extremely high in case of an emergency. Therefore, all dives are planned and executed without deco stops and
it is mandatory for all divers to use a dive computer. All divers are required to follow their guide and guide instructions while diving.
Diver Insurance: (mandatory)
Please cover your diving safety with DAN/DIVE ASSURE through our website by clicking on the respective logo on the home page of
http://www.scubacentric.com You are required to carry a copy of the confirmation print out with you on the trip. This is a mandatory
requirement for all divers on all our trips.
Medical
Raja Ampat is a remote area with limited access to medical care. Therefore, you are advised to bring your medicine with you. If there
are pills that you need to take regularly, please bring enough stock for all the days of your stay. If you have any medicine allergies and
you need to use special medications in case of sickness, bring these with you as well.
Malaria: Malaria is more common in big cities and less of a threat in our resort. You may choose to take preventive medicine;
however, we strongly recommend that you consult your doctor before using these as they are known to have some side effects.
Lariam has proven side effects for scuba divers, so we strongly discourage the use of this medicine.
The best way to avoid malaria and all mosquito transmitted diseases is to get protection against mosquito bites. Mosquito repellents
are advisable for both direct use on body and for the room. Light, long sleeved clothes are safest and best way to avoid mosquitos
Weather & Water
Raja Ampat can be visited any time of the year. The temperature is between 30-35 degrees Celsius and the sea is at 28-29 degrees
Celsius throughout the year. It is possible to have tropical rains any time, but like most tropical rains, these will not last for too long.
Food
The restaurant serves a selection of Indonesian and Western dishes. If you have special dietary requirements, please inform us at
least 60 days before your arrival to allow us enough time to make necessary arrangements. We will do our best to accommodate all
dietary requirements and allergies, however we are limited by what is available locally. We may not have access to particular food
items or ingredients. If you would like to consume special dietary products during your stay, we recommend bringing these with you.
Electricity
24 hours Electricity of 220/230 Volt is provided at the resort. Plugs are 2 round pin European type plugs. Satellite Internet via Wi-Fi is
available at main areas. Cellular reception does change day by day depending on weather conditions but is generally available.

PAYMENTS: All payments at the resort need to be in cash only, Rupiah, USD or Euros are accepted. Please also carry sufficient
cash for the Raja Ampat Marine Park fees. Approx. euro 65/- This can also be in USD or Rupiah. Transit hotels, if any, at Sorong or
Jakarta can be settled via credit cards. PLEASE NOTE CREDIT CARDS ARE NOT ACCEPTED AT THE RESORT.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
What should I bring along?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Here is an open list of things we recommend to bring along (underlined items are mandatory):
Money and Documents:
Passport (valid for at least 6 months)
Proof of return ticket
35 USD for Visa on Arrival, if it applies to your country
Your insurance documents (travel, health, dive insurance)
Some Indonesian Rupiah in cash (e.g. to pay overweight luggage fees, or just to buy a bottle of water during transit)
Cash for paying your extra drinks, excursions, dives, snorkels (if non- diver package),
Dive certification cards (also: Nitrox certification card, if you’d like to use Nitrox)
Dive logbook (if you have one)
Jacket for the domestic flights as it can get cold there
Sun lotion (please make sure it’s ocean safe)
Mosquito repellent
Long sleeved light clothes (another precaution against Malaria in the evening)
Swimwear
Sun hat and Sunglasses
Sandals/flipflops
A pair of sturdy walking shoes in case you want to make an excursion and a raincoat
Camera / UW Camera
Chargers for your electric devices
Power plug adapter for non-European plugs
Your dive gear, if you have any (especially bring your reef-hook, safety buoy and a whistle)
Spare parts for your dive gear, should you have any (e.g. spare mouth piece, mask strap, batteries)
Snorkelers: rash guard (we recommend that for sun protection)
Contact lenses to wear under you mask if you need them
Mask defog
A waterproof pouch or dry bag (something to put your camera in when you go on a trip)
For the ladies: tampons
Any kind of necessities (deodorant, toothbrush etc.)
Special food you might need (e.g. if you are on a diet, like gluten-free cereals or bread)
Your favourite spirit from the duty-free shop (we have beer, wine and a limited amount of spirits at the resort)
If you bring your child: all necessities, special food and medicine for the child
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BOOKING DETAILS
Payment Policy:
20% - deposit payment immediately on booking confirmation
30% - 75 days prior to departure date.
50% - 60 days prior to departure date.
When booking less than 29 days prior to arrival, we can only guarantee the booking after the full amount is paid & there is
availability.
Cancellation Policy:
Free cancellation until 30 days prior to arrival date. Please do note however that it is recommended you let us know a few
days in advance so communication is feasible with the resort for due cancellation. If you let us know exactly on the last
couple of days, cancellation may not be feasible.
When cancelling 29 days prior to arrival or later due to pandemic related travel restrictions, rebooking is possible. Ultimate
rebook date for pandemic related rescheduling: 24 months from the original booking date subject to price revisions &
availability.
By joining this trip it is deemed that you have read, understood and expressly agree to all the content, terms and conditions herein
ALL PAYMENTS SHOULD BE MADE TO:
SCUBACENTRIC LLP
CURRENT ACCOUNT NO: 50200030903550
HDFC BANK – PATTO BRANCH
IFSC CODE: HDFC0001213
Contact:
E Mail : scubacentric@gmail.com
Mobile: +91-9822182402 – Venkat +91-9820031931 - Diggy

WE THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING SCUBACENTRIC AND LOOK FORWARD TO DIVING WITH YOU SOON!

